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Abstract—In this work we study a label-free detection specificity of an optical fiber long-period grating (LPG) biosensor working near the dispersion turning point of higher order cladding modes. The LPG sensor is functionalized with bacteriophage adhesin and tested with specific and non-specific bacteria dry weights. It is shown that such a biosensor is able to selectively bind to specific bacterial strains. In the experiments bacteria dry weights of E. coli B were used as a positive test and E. coli K12 and Salmonella enterica as negative tests. The resonance wavelength shift induced by E. coli B reaches over 90 nm, while for E. coli K12 and Salmonella enterica approximately 40 and 20 nm, respectively. Additionally, whole-cell-ELISA tests were made to confirm LPG-based biosensor outcomes, and numerical simulations were conducted to estimate bio-layer impact on sensor’s performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years optical fiber sensing community has become more and more interested in bio-sensing [1-4]. One of the main trends is to apply label-free methods, where kinetics of reactions taking place on the sensor’s surface can be monitored using devices sensitive to small changes of external refractive index (RI) or an increase of thickness of the aggregating bio-film [4]. Among many other label-free optical fiber sensors, an interesting platform is the one based on the long-period gratings (LPG). The LPG is a periodic modulation of refractive index within a core of an optical fiber [5]. The modulation induces coupling of the core mode with a series of cladding modes and results in resonance peaks appearing in the LPG transmission spectrum that correspond to the coupling effect. Thanks to interactions between the cladding modes and the external medium, the LPGs are sensitive to variations in the surrounding RI or formation of a thin, high-RI overlay on its surface. The sensitivity of an LPG is typically defined as a resonance wavelength shift per RI unit (RIU) of the external medium. It has been further shown that the highest sensitivity is at the dispersion turning point (DTP), where two resonances separate from each other with an increase of RI or a formation of the high-RI overlay [6]. There has been a number of biosensors shown, where the LPGs were applied for nucleic acids [2,7], bacteria [3] or bacteria parts [8], protein [4,9], or antigen [10] detection. Each of them requires functionalization of the LPG surface with the biomolecules showing affinity to the measured molecules. In our previous work we have shown a highly sensitive sensor based on the LPG working near the DTP coated with bacteriophages [3] or their adhesins [8,11] for bacteria or bacterial endotoxin detection, respectively. The binding of bacteria to bacteriophages or their adhesins can be very specific, thus it is possible to implement both sensitive and selective sensing.

This work is devoted toward studies on specificity of the highly sensitive label-free biosensor based on LPGs. An analysis considers bacteriophage T4 adhesin, which is specific to the E. coli B bacteria strain. The advantage of biosensor functionalization with adhesins is the possibility for low-cost biosensitive molecule exchange and for sensor’s surface regeneration [11]. The LPG-based sensing structure allows for monitoring of the binding phenomenon in real time and with high accuracy. In the presented study we investigate Salmonella enterica, E. coli K12 as non-specific, and E. coli B as highly specific strains [13]. The outcomes are crosschecked using a standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test, and supported by numerical simulations, where bio-overlay was assumed to be a high-RI film on the fiber cladding which increased its thickness.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The LPGs were written in hydrogen-loaded standard Corning SMF28 fiber using Pulse Master 840 high-power KrF excimer laser ($\lambda = 248$ nm). During the writing process of the grating the pulse repetition rate was set to 100 Hz, pulse duration to 12 ns, and peak pulse energy to approx. 10 mJ. The fiber was exposed to UV light through an amplitude chromium mask ($\Lambda = 226.8$ µm) for about 7 minutes. In order to stabilize the optical properties of the LPGs after the exposure, the gratings were annealed at 150 °C for approx. 4 hours to release excess hydrogen. Furthermore, to enhance the RI sensitivity towards DTP, the gratings were etched in HF acid for about 3 hours. The etching procedure resulted in the sensor’s operation in the vicinity of the dual resonance regime. For the presented experiment three sensors were prepared, each of them being 4 cm long, and before functionalization the measured thickness of the structures in the considered spectral range was approx. 3000 nm/RIU [11].

After preparation of the LPG-based structures, their surface was bio-functionalized using N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl) iminodiacetic acid (AB-NTA), NiCl$_2$ reagents and recombinant phage protein (2.5 µg/ml) with a histidine-tag to obtain a well-defined orientation of the adhesin on the fiber’s surface. This procedure comprised of chemical preparation of the fiber’s surface and then of adhesion binding. At first, the fiber was immersed in the 0.01 % acetic acid and 2 % (3-Glycidyloxpropyl) trimethoxysilane solution at temperature $T = 90$ °C for about 3 hours, then it was left for about 16 hours at $T = 20$ °C in the 0.01M NaHCO$_3$ buffer (pH = 10) with 20 mM N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl) iminodiacetic acid solution. Next, the fiber was bathed in 10 mM NiCl$_2$ and 5 mM Glycine solution for about 2 hours at room temperature. Finally, after washing in NaHCO$_3$ buffer the fiber sensor was immersed in adhesin solution for about 1 hour [12]. E. coli B bacteriophage g37 adhesin was used as a bacteria specific layer.

The optical transmission of the LPG in the range of $\lambda = 1550$-1750 nm was monitored using a NKT Photonics SuperK COMPACT supercontinuum white light laser source and Yokogawa AQ6375 optical spectrum analyzer. A schematic drawing of the setup is shown in Figure 1. The ambient temperature (T) during the measurements was set to 22 °C and monitored with a HP 34970A Data Acquisition Unit equipped with a thermocouple. The tension of the LPG was held constant throughout the experiment.

Numerical analysis of the LPG response to growth of bio-layer on its surface was performed using OptiGrating by Optiwave. The implemented model of the fiber and LPG assumes core and cladding radii of 3.98 and 52.685 µm, respectively. The numerically obtained spectrum was tuned to results of the measurements for a LPG with no overlay. The RI of the outer medium (PBS) was set to $n = 1.334$ RIU at $\lambda = 1550$ nm, and RI of the bio-overlays was set to $n = 1.45$ [14,15] and 1.50 RIU [16] at $\lambda=1550$ nm. For PBS as well as for bio-solution the permittivity curves were assumed to be dispersive. Simulations were made for different bio-layer thickness up to $d=100$ nm.

An ELISA test was performed using a 96-well plate (Maxisorp, Nunc) that was covered with bacteria suspended in PBS (5 µg per well) and centrifuged at 600 x g (Heraeus megafuge 16R) at 4 °C for 20 minutes. 0.1% glutaraldehyde was added (250 µl/well) and incubated at room temperature (RT) for 30 minutes. Next, the blocking step was performed using 0.1% BSA-PBS solution supplemented with 0.1 M glycine (2 hours at RT). The plate was washed with PBS containing 0.05% Tween (PBS-T) and again, BSA-PBS solution was added (250 µl/well) and incubated at 4°C overnight. After washing, the adhesin solution was added (0.25 µg/well) and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Next, the plate was washed and rabbit polyclonal anti-adhesin antibodies (1:4000) were added and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour. Finally, anti-rabbit Immunoglobulin G (IgG) conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was added (1:10000) and incubated at 37 °C for 45 minutes. 3, 3′, 5, 5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate was added to yield a color reaction measured at $\lambda = 490$ nm using the Biotec microplate reader.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A number of factors can shift the resonance wavelengths ($\lambda_{res}^{m}$) of the LPG [6,17]. The main relation describing wavelength-dependent coupling from the guided core mode (LP$_{01}$) to the $m^{th}$ cladding mode (LP$_{0m}$) is shown in (1), where ($n_{eff}^{01}$) is the effective refractive index of the propagating core mode, ($n_{eff}^{0m}$) is the effective refractive index of the $m^{th}$ cladding mode and ($\Lambda$) is the period of the LPG.

$$\lambda_{res}^{m} = \left( \frac{n_{eff}^{01}}{\Lambda} - n_{eff}^{0m} \right) \Lambda \quad (1)$$
A resonance wavelength shift can be alternated by variation of either the period of the grating or the effective indices of the modes. As far as the influence of ambient RI is concerned, only $n_{\text{eff}}^m$ can be influenced by the external medium, which in the investigated case can be a bio-overlay. According to (1) when the external RI increases or when the overlay is formed on the LPG surface, the $\lambda_{\text{res}}^m$ shifts towards shorter wavelengths (experiencing a blue shift). When the LPG works close to the DTP the resonances increase their spectral separation with an increase of the external RI or formation of the bio-overlay. In Fig. 2, results of numerical simulations are shown to depict the effect of the increase in thickness of the overlay for two different values of its refractive index ($n$).

Values typically assumed in the literature for a bio-overlay's $n$ range from 1.45 to 1.5 RIU. It can be seen that the resonance wavelength values depend strongly on both thickness ($d$) and $n$ of the overlay. Increase of $d$ or $n$ is followed by increase of separation of the resonances. Depending on $d$, the sensitivity to bio-overlay formation changes from approx. 1.25 and 1.75 nm/nm in the range 0-5 nm of bio-overlay thickness away from the LPG surface to 0.6 nm/nm at 70 nm away from the LPG surface for $n = 1.45$ and 1.5 RIU, respectively. The result suggests that the LPG in the label-free sensing configuration is more sensitive to small bio-material adhesion and in this case the optical properties of the bio-overlay are more profound than for larger bio-molecules or bio-compounds such as bacteriophage-bacteria, where the sensitivity is almost

Fig. 2. Simulation of the LPG response to overlay growth up to $d = 100$ nm assuming overlay $n = 1.45$ and 1.50 RIU, where (a) shows evolution of transmission spectrum for $n = 1.45$ RIU and (b) corresponding resonance wavelength shifts.

Fig. 3. a) An example of the measurement spectra, and b) measured resonance wavelength difference before, during and after Salmonella enterica application.

Fig. 4. a) An example of the measurement spectra, and b) measured resonance wavelength difference before, during and after E. coli K12 application.
constant. However, when \( n \) of bio-overlay is higher, smaller bio-molecules induce a higher spectral shift than for the binding effect of those with lower \( n \). This dependence may be important in the case of non-specific binding of smaller biomaterial. It must be also emphasized here that the simulated bio-overlay is assumed to be constant in \( n \) and uniform in thickness. These conditions are difficult to meet in reality, where bio-molecules usually form a randomly distributed structure. Their higher density at the surface may correspond to higher \( n \) of the overlay, thus from the numerical point of view the bio-overlay is treated in terms of averaged quantities therefore giving a qualitative insight into the experiment.

For the purpose of the experiment we used three LPG-based structures, each showing similar and high RI sensitivity of approx. 3000 nm/RIU. The LPG-based sensors, i.e., LPGs with a functionalized sensing region, after attachment of bacteriophage adhesin were washed several times in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Then, the sensors were immersed in buffered saline (PBS). The concentrations of all bacteria solutions were 10\(^7\) cfu/mL. Examples of the spectra obtained at each stage of the experiment are shown in Figures 3a, 4a, and 5a for \( E. coli \) B.

Fig. 5. a) An example of the measurement spectra, and b) measured resonance wavelength difference before, during and after \( E. coli \) B application.

The measured resonance wavelength change for these bacterial dry weights are depicted in Figures 3b, 4b, and 5b, respectively. The resonance wavelength change is observed in terms of the split of two double resonance minima. In the figures, blue crosses represent the values of resonance wavelength from the spectrum measurement, while the straight lines show the mean value between the points (in terms of mean square error). In Figures 3 to 5 we compare the shift of the resonance wavelength for PBS solution before and after introduction of the specific bacteria dry weights. The differences of resonant wavelengths for consecutive samples are summarized in Table I.

The results in Figures 3 and 4 show resonance shifts caused by the non-specific bacterial dry weights. These shifts are 21.3 and 43.2 nm for \( Salmonella enterica \) and \( E. coli \) K12, respectively. During the bacteria incubation process the wavelength shifts grow significantly, which is in general caused by bacteria aggregation on the fiber surface and to a relatively smaller extent by increase of their averaged \( n \). The final PBS washing process greatly reduces the shift just by washing out the physically attached bacteria, especially in the case of \( Salmonella enterica \). However, the overall results show changed values of resonance wavelengths; this indicates some non-specific bonding, which most probably is induced by accumulation of bacteria dry weight on the fiber surface and mixing with adhesin. The observed greater shift for \( E. coli \) K12 indicates some specificity in terms of biological affinity within the same species with \( E. coli \) B. This hypothesis was further confirmed in the whole-cell-ELISA test, Figure 6, [18]. During this test the bacteria were immobilized on a plate surface and then incubated with the adhesin. To detect the adhesin-bacteria cell interaction, we used rabbit polyclonal anti-adhesin antibodies first, and then anti rabbit IgG-HRP antibodies. The absorbance at \( \lambda \) = 409 nm (A at 409 nm) of a blank well (reagents without bacteria) was subtracted from the reading of each test.

In Figure 6, it is shown that the highest reactivity is observed for the adhesin with \( E. coli \) B bacteria – the positive control, and some reactivity is observed for \( E. coli \) K12, but almost none for \( Salmonella enterica \).

![Graph showing resonance wavelength shifts](image)

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Bio-molecule dry weight</th>
<th>Wavelength shift [nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>Salmonella enterica</em></td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em> K12</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em> B</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The specificity of the bacteria binding by the phage adhesin depends on the composition and structural peculiarities of receptors on the bacterial surface [19]. E. coli B appears to contain glucose, heptose and 3-deoxy-D-manno-2-octulosonic acid (KDO) in molar ratio 2:3:3. Probably the two glucoses and spatial configuration around them are necessary for the adhesion and bacteria specific interaction [20]. In many cases, also bacterial membrane proteins are required for adhesion binding [19].

Finally, although the results for E. coli K12 and Salmonella enterica show some binding, the LPG-sensor as well as ELISA test indicate that the outcome for specific E. coli B is significantly greater (Table I, Figure 6). In this last case, after dry weight attachment the PBS washing only removes residual bacteria, which were not able to attach to the fiber surface functionalized with adhesin. The absence of any signal change after final PBS washing indicates the sensor’s saturation – i.e. a certain thickness of bio-overlay is attained and no new molecules are being attached nor detached to/from surface of the fiber.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have shown the study of LPG-based structure as a promising platform for specific bio-sensing of bacteria dry weight. We demonstrated that the LPG-based biosensor is capable of specific bacteria strain detection (here E. coli B), giving strong and well distinguishable signal. We used phage adhesion, which seems to be a good recognition element for biosensors, and even better than a whole bacteriophage. The LPG-based sensor with adhesion coating is stable, free of bacterial contamination, and easy to use. The presented study of the biosensor was confirmed using a well-established biological test (ELISA), which also indicated the same non-specificities. We also preformed numerical simulations to give additional qualitative insight into sensor’s behavior with a bio-overlay, showing the high importance of bio-overlay parameters.
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